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Origins of UFOs, extraterrestrials and ultraterrestrials, composite human nature, reality and consciousness, dimensions
of true time and the holographic universe revealed in seventy years of contact are focused through the eyes of an
ordinary woman.

The Federation of Damanhur is noted all over the world for its extraordinary experiments, that often border on
Science fiction. Uniting spirituality, art and technology, Damanhurian research groups often manage to
conduct experiments that contemporary Science still considers impossible. A few years ago the prestigious
monthly magazine Kindred Spirit published an exclusive article on our alleged experiments of traveling in
time and since then the news has spread all over the world. Here we present an entire site dedicated to these
incredible and extraordinary experiments which have allowed us a better understanding of the true nature of
our universe. We present time travel as true and possible: Reports and accounts that appear Science fiction,
beyond the laws of physics as we know them. Accounts of moving episodes that you can believe have really
happened or consider just a fantasy. What is important is that they stimulate your desire to look beyond
appearances and elaborate new ideas and ask new questions. Courses are available for everyone who wishes to
research into the great mysteries of the universe with us. Damanhur wants to be an innovative element in
society to give strength to suggestions, to ideas, that others will know how to use in such a way as to render
possible in the new millennium, things that are unimaginable today. To do so it is necessary to change the way
of thinking. Today people still think as if we were in the s, we are however in a new century, a new
millennium even. Perhaps Damanhur, in succeeding to unite the spiritual with the technological and the
material can suggest appropriate answers for humanity to also expand into space, the universe and time. To
travel in time a great deal of physical and mental preparation is necessary so that the traveler is perfectly able
to calmly and safely confront all the phases â€” and the unforeseen events â€” that traveling in time inevitably
implies. Just like the astronauts that travel in the space stations that orbit the Earth, the Damanhurian
Temponauts prepare for years in order to acquire the necessary theoretical and practical knowledge and
indispensable mental agility and readiness. The Cabin is a complex structure, cylindrical in shape
circumscribed by metal bars in which the Temponaut enters in order to conduct the experiment. The Cabin
allows the common laws of known physics to be exceeded, permitting the dematerialization and
materialization of a person and their transportation into another space-time. At the basis of the functioning of
the Cabin are complex selfic instruments called Spheroselfs, consisting of a selfic part and a small sphere
containing alchemical liquids. The Spheroselfs activate and guide the operations and functions of the Cabin,
storing all the codes, information and references necessary for the journey in time. The complex control
instruments having been activated externally, at a certain point the Time Door appears to the time traveler,
usually presenting as a huge dark colored comma. The Temponaut following the instructions received during
training slips through the door and finds him or herself in another part of the fabric of time. For the traveler the
sequence of individual time has not changed, just as one does not age differently when traveling from London
to New York. First the traveler is in London, then on the plane and finally arrives at the destination. The
complexity of the flight is in the equipment that allows the traveler to move from one place to another and the
physical laws that allow it. Exactly the same thing happens as regards the functioning of a transfer Cabin,
which is technically ingenious and extremely complex. The principles on which the dematerialization is based
are those explained by Esoteric Physics. The Temponauts who travel physically literally disappear from one
end and appear at the other and the mass that is dissolved is compensated for by the movement of an
equivalent mass of water. This happens in order to respect the law which states nothing is created and nothing
destroyed. To understand how a body can dematerialize it is enough to think of what happens with a cassette
tape. The bobbin winds the tape onto one side and it disappears on the other. The traveler finds him or herself
in another time dimension, perhaps in the same geographical location but several centuries or millennia earlier.
Traveling physically is by no means easy because the body has its own historical period and has difficulty
adapting to the environment of a different epoch where it risks carrying unknown diseases of that time. A
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physical Temponaut also has to undergo rigorous training from this point of view. In addition it is not easy to
achieve the dematerialization of a body and it is even more complicated to guarantee its perfect reintegration
on re-entry. Here you will find the complete text of the published articles. A two day intensive to check if you
have the appropriate physical disposition for time travel An opportunity to learn the basic knowledge
necessary needed for survival in time and geographic conditions that are very different from those of today
Caption: Registration is now open.
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Chapter 2 : Time Travelers I have Met by Dr. Bruce Goldberg
Time Travelers From Atlantis: The Collected Essays Of Ida M. Kannenberg by Kannenberg, Ida M. In , UFO occupants
abducted Kannenberg and implanted her with a device in preparation for making contact with her years later.

Dinoids from the Bellatrix system in the Constellation of Orion and Reptoid colonies from the Constellation of
Sagittarius arrived later to inhabit the Earth. The Reptoid and Dinoids allowed a mammalian species to evolve
to sentiency. These mammals were called the pre-cataceans. The pre-cataceans provided food for all 3
colonies in exchange for technology which in turn improved their production rate further. These 3 civilizations
co-existed in harmony trading among one another for over 8 million years. The pre-cataceans developed their
spiritual side, such as psychic abilities, extensively. Being given permission for the Earth Spiritual
Hierarchies, the Pre-Cataceans decided to implode their fusion reactors located in the Ural Mountain Range.
The Pre-cataceans divided into two groups. One group evacuated out of our solar system to the constellations
of Pegasus and Cetus and the other group altered themselves physically so that they could enter the oceans and
find haven. This group is now our present day cataceans such as the dolphins and whales. The entire
transformation process occurred over a period of 4 million years. They searched the galaxy for 2 to 3 million
years before finding what they were looking for. They found, on the fourth planet of the Vega system , a
primitive aquatic species that was starting to emerge from the oceans. This species had creation myths, a
language, and a hunting and gathering culture. The Spiritual Hierarchies of the Vega system were then asked if
they would permit this species to be vastly altered genetically to accelerate their evolution so that they may
become a guardian species. The Vega Spiritual Hierarchies agreed. So, the traces of the first humans came
from the Vega Star System. Their technology improved very quickly, and once they had developed star travel
technology they started to migrate into nearby star systems for a period of 2. During this time the Galatic
Federation was formed, Sirius B was colonized and Earth was selected for seeding. Later Mars and Venus
were colonized and the Hybornea colony was founded on Earth. Hyborean Earth, Mars and Venus were victim
to these attacks and the Dinoids and Reptoids gained control over the solar system for a period of
approximately 80, years. In response to this the Galactic Federation planned a counterattack to reintroduce
humans into this system. The remains of the planet Maldek are what we can now see as the asteroid belt. It is
what we know today as Lemuria. Over the next , years the Lemurians spread across the face of the planet. The
Atlanteans began to acquire a feeling of uniqueness about their culture and wanted to eliminate Lemuria so
that they could become the mother country. The Atlanteans began forming alliances with renegade Pleidans
and Alpha Centaurians which had Hierarchical systems of government. This destroyed much of Lemuria, but
this also resulted in many pressures being inflicted upon the tectonic plates: Today, they form what is known
as the Kingdom of Agartha or Shamballah. These kings together formed the governing council of Atlantis.
Autocracy was thus born and was in full control enforcing a period of peace and stability. Throughout the
years there were many wars among the various empires due to underground movements of people that wanted
to have the Lemurian "philosophy" back in place i. These wars led to vast destruction. The breakdown of the
Firmament also resulted in the polar icecaps freezing and also the many climatic variations we have today to
form. Unfortunately many of the survivors were the mutant humans that had been genetically altered by the
Atlanteans into a much lower state of consciousness. Also, the fact that the firmament was now no longer in
existence resulted in the DNA and thus consciousness breaking down even further. A few different renegades
from Pleides, Alpha and Beta Centauri came to different places on Earth after the Flood, seeing it as an
opportune time to establish their own desired ideologies and also be seen as "godlike" and thus reverenced.
Being already genetically altered, the surviving humans were therefore easily controlled by these renegades.
This concept of worshipping an elite has continued through to modern times. Culture would rise against
culture in wars claiming that the elite they themselves worshipped were superior to the elite of the opposing
faction. Suddenly, a new paradigm was adopted that favored lack, limitation, power and division. You lost
your connection to your history and to a sacred set of beliefs, which the Anunnaki and their carefully chosen
minions replaced with a new conception. These acts are recorded in the ancient tablets of Sumer, in the steles
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of ancient India and in carvings found throughout Europe, Australia, Oceania, Asia and the Americas. Now, as
your consciousness expands more quickly, you are coming to see these tales for the elaborate fiction they truly
are. Your origins are not of this world, but are extraterrestrial in nature, and are to be found on a planet that
circles the star Vega in the Lyra constellation. Yet, you have achieved more than to travel a mere 26 Light
Years to reach your present home. Many millions of years ago, you became part of a vast rebellion by the
Light against the dark in this galaxy. Eventually, this rebellion led to the formation of the Galactic Federation
of Light, over 4 million years ago. Of these, Sirius is most sacred and the place where the Great Blue Lodge of
Creation has chosen to enter this galaxy. Originally, it was defended by a Lion people who decided to settle
only on two planets in the Sirius A star system. The Sirian star system is filled with the great energy bestowed
by the Great Blue Lodge. This energy obscures its exact configuration. The system is an anomaly. Sirius A
and its companions seem to be what they are not. Thus, to your scientists, they appear, incorrectly, to be
exceedingly dense. This seeming density is due to the energy exerted upon them by the Blue Light of
Creation. From within this Light, Sirius gathers up the great energy and disperses it to the galaxy. This energy
also transforms the way in which those who dwell here see themselves and their sacred mission. It has led
Sirius to assist in spreading the energy of its galactic society to a multitude of solar systems throughout this
galaxy. Your ancient Lemurian civilization brought them to Earth and they were anchored here by its
descendants - the Inner Earth realm known as Agartha Shambala. The third and fourth planets in our system
circle a blueish-white star. Its light forms a pattern in our atmosphere that creates a red-orange sky filled with
the rare blueish cloud. Most of our vegetation is quite purple-blue in color. Infrequently, it is green, orange or
brown. We dwell in this land of lush forests, huge mountains, enormous prairies and very high mountains. Our
main cities are located some 50 to miles 80 to kilometers beneath all this beauty. On the surface are only main
temple sites. The dimensions of the grand temple of Atar are astonishing. Its main hall contains columns, each
exactly perdums or feet Its roof is covered with a special lacework of pure gold to let in the majesty of our
Sun. Its floor tiles are inscribed with the text of the Great Book of Understanding, in which the Creator
bestowed upon humanity the blueprint for physicality and the wisdom to fulfill its potential. The main hall is
most sacred. The remainder of the temple complex is designed to support and accommodate the rituals
practiced within. The temple is situated on a huge cliff that looks out over our one great sea. The energy that
emanates from it each day forms a ring of golden Light around it. At night, when viewed from the ocean, this
Light seems like a strong beacon signalling to a ship far out at sea. The beauty of our world is sacred. Soon,
the limitless glories of your world will be apparent once again. This water-world of yours is utterly exquisite.
Soon, most of its deserts and the fierce heat that envelops them will be transformed. Ice caps will vanish and
the wonders of your most southern continent will be revealed. As you help to return your world to its original,
pristine condition, recall what we have ever so briefly told you about our home. Like the two water planets of
Akonowai, your solar system embodies much that is sacred. In a short time, Mars will bloom once more, and
the desolation on Venus will metamorphose into a land of abundant oceans that teem with life. Such a destiny
awaits you and is truly not as distant as you may imagine. This realm is shifting in accordance with the sacred
decrees of the divine plan which have established a timetable for your transformation into fully conscious
Beings. As a result of this process, we have come from all sectors of this galaxy to form your first contact
team. We are totally dedicated to completion of the mission that Heaven has entrusted to us. Right now, dear
Hearts, when much is unfolding in your world, you must continue to focus closely upon your sacred
intentions. Be firm in your commitment. Know that your victory is inevitable. Know also that you are not
alone. Heaven has sent many to assist you. They have come from this and many nearby galaxies, and from the
vast Orders and Life-streams of Heaven. The will of the divine will manifest upon this realm, dear Ones. Feel
it in your heart and remain united in your intentions. Today, we have examined the elements that are
transforming your reality. In doing so, we have given you a brief glimpse of our beautiful realm, which we all
deeply Love. We in this most sacred organization of Light salute you and fully support what you are actively
accomplishing.
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Chapter 3 : Atlantis Bahamas Cruises - Cruise to the Atlantis Bahamas Resort
Time Travelers from Atlantis - Kindle edition by Ida Kannenberg, Krsanna Duran. Download it once and read it on your
Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. Use features like bookmarks, note taking and highlighting while reading Time
Travelers from Atlantis.

We expect a large group of singles so you will have plenty of new friends to enjoy the adventures with. Spend
A Week In Paradise! Welcome to an enchanted world that is full of fun and free of cares. A mythical ocean
paradise that once was lost, and now is found. Welcome to Atlantis, Paradise Island, Bahamas. Prepare
yourself for the most incredible vacation destination in the world. This non-stop aquatic thrill ride features
over twenty million gallons of water, incredible Atlantean-themed towers, thrilling high-speed water slides, a
mile-ling river ride with rolling rapids and wave surges, 20 swimming areas and 11 incredible and refreshing
swimming pools. Aquaventure boasts more than 18 thrilling water slides. River Rides Try the Lazy River Ride
for a tranquil, relaxing time and float along for a quarter-mile. Or dive into The Current, where we are
propelled along a mile-long river in inner tubes via water escalators, rolling waves and extreme rapids. Every
beach at Atlantis has its own unique allure and charm. Dolphin Cay Spend quality time with Katrina Dolphins.
Put your feet in the water and learn to feed and care for these incredible mammals. Experience a
behind-the-scenes training session and assist in the well-being of the mammals. Marine Habitat Explore
lagoons, caves, coral formations and breathtaking underwater ruins that are designed to showcase exotic
marine life ranging from sharks to rays, barracuda, piranha, eels and even endangered alligator. Experience the
rush of adrenaline as we leave Nassau to snorkel crystal reefs, feed wild stingrays, sharks and iguanasâ€¦ all
the while surrounded by some of the most spectacular views in the world on our very own private Exuma
island. In Addition to All the Atlantis has to Offer We have Added Swimming with the dolphins Full day
Powerboat Cruise visiting two islands with opportunities to feed the wild but friendly iguanas and snorkeling
with the stingrays. An afternoon in Nassau visiting the straw market and local tax free stores ending with a fun
dinner at the famous Senor Frogs. Sunset cruise with a great buffet dinner at sea. This Singles Vacation is
much more than a week at the beach!
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Thu, 11 Oct GMT time travelers from atlantis pdf - Time Travelers From Atlantis Time Travelers From Atlantis The
Taming Of The Shrew No Fear.

Time Travelers I Have Met: Time travel will be discovered in approximately the year By Dr. Bruce Goldberg
Time travel will be discovered in approximately the year by a man named Taatos. He is the Hermes of ancient
Egypt and the very first chrononaut time traveler. Prior to his actually traveling back in time, holographic
images were sent into the past. This is why the ancient Egyptians, Greeks, Romans, etc. We can summarize
the characteristics of time travelers as follows: They have mastered hyperspace travel between dimension, and
can move through walls and solid objects. By existing in the fifth dimension, they can observe us and remain
invisible. Genetic manipulation of our chromosomes is a routine procedure for them. They have greatly
speeded up our rate of evolution. The origin of these chrononauts is Earth from 1, to 3, years in the future.
Their main purpose is to accelerate our spiritual growth. It is simply a matter of using the Fifth Dimensional
Travel exercise that I present on this website. The first time traveler I met in hyperspace the fifth dimension
was a pure human calling himself Traksa. He lives in the thirty-sixth century on Earth when time travel is
manifested by way of teleportation. This means that Traksa can beam his physical body back to our century
without requiring a spacecraft. Time travelers use names that represent their current mission. Janine Cooper is
an artist and a friend of mine. Janine got her inspiration from her own subconscious, not from photos or
movies. Traksa told me that he telepathically directed her in each of the portraits, especially this one -- Traksa
himself. The actual photographs of Traksa and the three other time travelers groups presented in my book
Time Travelers From Our Future. Traksa has told me that there are many times travelers around today. They
do not hold public office or place themselves in positions of attention. Their function is to be in the
background, spending most of their time in the fifth dimension so we cannot see them. In order for us to be
able to see a time traveler, they must slow down their frequency vibrational rate FVR and enter our
three-dimensional world. It is only then our physical eyes will be able to see them. Here are some of the other
chrononauts I have met in hyperspace fifth dimensions: He was active in Mu Lemuria and Atlantis and is from
the 40th Century. His name stands for "tachyon. They follow us from lifetime to lifetime, tracing our souls
back to previous lives and monitoring our spiritual unfolding. Their ultimate purpose is to facilitate the
perfection of the human soul to allow for ascension and the end of the karmic cycle. There are also future
problems - wars, pollution, infertility - in this and parallel universes that they are trying to avert by assisting us
now in our spiritual progress. As we grow spiritually, so do they. They are us in the future. Try my Fifth
Dimension Travel exercise or, CD tapes and feel free to contact me to share your experiences with meeting
your own time traveler.
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Chapter 5 : Netflix picks up new sci-fi series Travelers from Stargate SG-1 producer - Blastr | SYFY WIRE
We are once again remembering our place in the universe as multi-dimensional beings who are having a physical
experience on planet Earth. Experienced the past, the present and the future.

Booked 2 rooms and after long day of flight and roaming around resort came back to room and as soon as my
son who is 22 goes under his quilt Soooo disgusted about it. Is it safe to drink coffee or use towels? We are
still here for 4 nights but I am very very mad. I went to main lobby to talk to manager and GUESS what this
resort is run without manager which was not here yet and other one already left. I give this resort ZERO! Not
happy after paying tons of money and booked 2 rooms. Who else can I contact??? July 9, This is truly a
beautiful amazing resort. We have been traveling to the Atlantis for 10 years. I hate to hear it put down. They
have wonderful programs for children and youth and we have had the pleasure of getting to know several staff
due to our frequent visits. Yes, check your bill as you would any hotel. You can check it daily on your TV and
if there is a discrepancy go and get it adjusted. We love this property and the staff and have stayed with them
in all different accommodations 10 times. As for the person complaining about the size of the hole in the water
slide tube They are standard tubes Maybe they should be looking at their size instead and wondering if they
need to do a little adjusting! All smiles aside, we love this resort! July 1, I was there, I had to ID her body.
Sister died in her room about a month and a half ago at the Atlantis Hotel, Nassau. She booked tickets the day
before she vanished, to swim with the dolphins, she was extremely excited about this voice messages etc , the
next day she did not show up for the booking swim with the dolphins, shallow water experience made less
than 24hrs earlier, subsequently she was found dead Take what you wish from the above I may not elaborate
June 29, Watch out! I stood in line at the front desk to have the Chopstix charge removed and the folio was
corrected and I caught my plane home. I called and spoke with "Gabriella" who claims they will look into it. I
called my credit card company and they are putting a stop to it. Apparently, Atlantis Resort is famous for this
behavior! April 12, Arriving at the resort we learned that our meal plan which we paid almost We opted out
for a refund which we were told they would, and never got. The rooms were dirty, smelly and so was the
hallway of the "newly remodeled" Coral Tower. The service there is a joke! Most of the employees are rude,
and no help at all. The food was ok but extremely overpriced! I will not be going back! I currently have
disputes into my bank and credit card company from this resort. I received an amended bill with an agreed
upon total. After I left the resort the amount they agreed to remove from my final bill were charged without
my authorization to my card, this is fraud. Then they spot you looking for chairs and offer the ones they put
their belongings in for money, this is extortion. The rooms are dated and in desperate need of repair. I was
screamed at in front of my son on our first day there by an attendant at a pool area with a pay to sit area. We
walked into the area and the attendant started screaming, "This is private, you have to pay to sit here. I was
called a liar twice by staff when I tried to say an order was incorrect. They catch you by not giving you an
itemized receipt of what you order at the bars, coffee shops, restaurants and pool eating places. You then pay
for it and wait for them to deliver what you ordered. If they could have been changed we would have left on
Monday after just checking in on Saturday late afternoon. Buyer beware and avoid this trap like the plague.
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Atlantis Bahamas Cruises Atlantis Bahamas cruises are a popular option for vacationers with time on their
hands. Cruising to this world-famous mega-resort in the spectacular archipelago of the Bahamas ensures that
you reach your destination fully rested and ready to go. At Atlantis, guests will want to take advantage of the
impressive variety of sports facilities, games rooms, restaurants, bars and pools on their doorstepâ€”not to
mention the largest casino in the Caribbean. Fort Lauderdale, in Florida, is the most frequently used
embarkation point, as it is the closest to the archipelago. Travelers wishing to cruise to the Atlantis Bahamas
resort can choose from value, mid-range, and luxury cruise lines. Nassau and Freeport on New Providence
Island are regular ports of call for cruises. Disney, Royal Caribbean, and Carnival cruise lines have a special
relationship with the resort. Some facilities are off limits, however. Visitors cruising with Carnival can take
advantage of select pools, and are given the added bonus of a lunch coupon, to spend at a choice of outdoor
restaurants. Atlantis plays host to a spectacular 50, sea animals, and visitors are invited to have close-up
encounters with these creatures at the many lagoons and exhibitions on the resort. Day-trippers are also
welcome to use the casino and choose from the dazzling array of restaurants and bars on offer. A cruise to the
Atlantis Bahamas resort, even without beach access, will never leave you short of things to do. The Bahamas
is often the destination of choice for first-time cruisers, due to its close proximity to Fort Lauderdale. Almost
all of the major cruise lines offering these shorter journeys stop at either Freeport or Nassau, allowing
first-time cruisers to also get their first taste of Atlantis. The spring break is a popular time for Atlantis
Bahamas cruises. Most of the spring break cruise itineraries stop at Nassau, so students, or anyone who wants
to really let their hair down, can party all the way to Paradise Island. Once your ship has boarded at Nassau,
there are two options for getting to Paradise island: A water taxi takes ten to fifteen minutes and comes at a set
price. You may have to haggle with a car taxi driver, but the trip over the bridge is also short, and has the
added benefit of being able to drop you straight at reception. Atlantis is without a doubt one of the ten top
hotels in the Bahamas.
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The Dancer from Atlantis is a science fiction novel by Poul Anderson, first published in by Doubleday.

HPB pick - Out of stock Loading HPB condition ratings New: Item is brand new, unused and unmarked, in
flawless condition. No defects, little usage. May show remainder marks. Older books may show minor flaws.
Shows some signs of wear and is no longer fresh. Used textbooks do not come with supplemental materials.
Average used book with all pages present. Possible loose bindings, highlighting, cocked spine or torn dust
jackets. Obviously well-worn, but no text pages missing. May be without endpapers or title page. Markings do
not interfere with readability. All text is legible but may be soiled and have binding defects. Reading copies
and binding copies fall into this category. Mint condition or still sealed SS. Absolutely perfect in every way.
No defects, little sign of use, well cared for. Not necessarily sealed or unused, but close. Could be an
unopened promotional or cut item. Will show some signs that it was played and otherwise handled by a
previous owner who took good care of it. Attractive and well cared for, but no longer fresh. Minor signs of
wear, scuffing or scratching, but will play almost perfectly. This item is in okay condition. Obviously
well-worn and handled. Most vinyl collectors will not buy good or below, but some tracks on CD or vinyl will
play. This movie is unopened and brand new. No defects, little sign of use. No skipping; no fuzzy or snowy
frames in VHS. Attractive and well cared for but no longer fresh. Minor signs of wear, but will play almost
perfectly. This item is in okay condition and basically works well. Basically plays, but may be obviously
well-worn with some scratching or tape distortion. Disc or tape is intact, but may be scratched or stretched.
There may be skips or distortion or product defects. Sign up for bookish emails And get a coupon for your
first purchase.
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Chapter 8 : The Lemurian And Atlantis Civilizations
The best time to visit the Bahamas is from mid-December to mid-April, the country's peak season. Though temperatures
here are great year-round (they rarely dip below 60 degrees), the islands fall.

Goldberg Breaks his Silence on a Pending Question! Bruce Goldberg a Time Traveler? I stated several times
on the air that I will neither confirm nor deny that rumor. Here are additional clues a to whether or not my
origin is from the future. If I am a time traveler, I most definitely would be from the 35th century when
teleportation is developed as a means of time travel. Teleportation as a local means of transportation is
established by the 25th century, as I discussed in my book Past Lives- Future Lives. The 35th century is truly a
golden age. More advance will be made technologically and spiritually in that century than in any other in
history! The average age is between and years old due to an energy charging device called the
alphasyncolarium that stimulates our adrenal glands and gonads to increase its production of the hormone
DHEA. DHEA is a sex hormone that functions as a major component of our immune system and is described
in detail in my book Look Younger, Live Longer. Drako developed mathematical models for time travel that
were, in fact, accurate. He was married to Meirah Ramona in her past life and accurately predicted the first of
three cataclysms for Atlantis. The media Atlantis had both radio and television would not allow Drako Art to
warn the population of this catastrophe. A medical TV reporter named Forat did grant Drako air time and
many thousands of people were saved, including Meirah and Forat. Drako was killed, however. Forat was one
of my former lives, so the devastating earthquake and flood did not end my past life, nor that of many others.
Drako and Meirah belonged to a religion that worshiped cats. The other main theology consisted of bull
worshipers. This information was obtained by me using one of my Access the Akashic Records tapes. The
script is presented in my book Astral Voyages , or it could be known to me by reviewing 35th century
archives. The answer to the question am I a time traveler? I can only say that a true chrononaut takes an oath
never to reveal that fact, unless it is an emergency to do so. To do so would be a breach of what is known as
timeline international security laws that exist in the future. Chrononauts always seek to stimulate the
intellectual, emotional and spiritual growth. The answer to the question am I a time traveler can best be
determined by you. There are many clues in my books - Time Travelers From Our Future and Astral Voyages
and additional hints will be developed during future interviews with Art. Stayed tuned and may the space-time
continuum be with us.
Chapter 9 : THE 10 BEST Bahamas Hotel Deals (Nov ) - TripAdvisor
The Atlantis, Paradise Island Hurricane Guarantee ensures that you can purchase your vacation with confidence. In the
event that a hurricane watch or warning is issued by the United States' National Hurricane Center within fourteen (14)
days prior to your date of arrival for either your travel origin city or for New Providence, The Bahamas, guests with
confirmed reservations can cancel your.
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